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Abstract: It is clear that dietary factors can induce epigenetic changes – i.e. can alter patterns of DNA methylation and 

histone posttranslational modifications in the genome. At least part of the epigenetic effects elicited by diet in infants may 

result in long-lasting changes in gene expression within an individual’s lifetime and, at least in animal models, transgen-

erationally. Therefore, these epigenetic modifications can be regarded as early molecular events of potentially critical 

relevance to vascular disease prevention. A comprehensive description of dietary factor-induced changes in the epige-

nome – including both protective and risk-generating factors – is needed to appreciate the extent and relevance of these 

early molecular events. A second critical goal yet to be achieved is the description of the epigenome of cell types partici-

pating in atherogenesis. By combining these two approaches, research promises to generate information that can be trans-

lated into improved vascular disease prevention. Here, we review recent advances in the field of epigenetics, dietary fac-

tors and vascular disease. 
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“DNA is not destiny” 
R.A. Waterland and K.B. Michels, ref. [1] 

“You may have obese parents, but if you live a healthy life you will make new genes so that your sons will be healthy” 
Stated in a popular medicine radio program 

EPIGENETICS 

 Epigenetics studies mechanisms of gene regulation that 
are dependent on chromatin structure. Nuclear chromatin is 
composed of DNA wrapped around a hetero-octamer of his-
tones called “core histones”, which include two copies of 
each histone type 2A, 2B, 3 and 4. One core histone octamer 
and the DNA wrapped around it constitute a nucleosome, the 
fundamental repetitive unit of the chromatin polymer. Chro-
matin can be organised as a compact structure that generally 
includes inactive genes (non-permissive chromatin), or a 
more relaxed structure (permissive chromatin) – (Fig. (1)). 
Genes embedded in permissive chromatin are accessible to 
the transcription machinery and are therefore potentially 
active [2]. 

 The two types of chromatin are associated with specific 
epigenetic modifications of the chromatin itself. The best 
understood epigenetic modifications are DNA methylation 
and histone posttranslational modifications. DNA methyla-
tion in mammals occurs almost exclusively at position 5 of 
cytosine residues in a CpG dinucleotide context to yield 5-
methyldeoxycytidine (5mdC). The various known histone 
modifications include acetylation, methylation, phosphoryla-
tion and sumoylation. A specific combination of epigenetic  
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modifications determines or reflects the transcriptional status 
of a given DNA regions. For example, DNA hypomethyla-
tion, histone hyperacetylation and hypomethylation of lysine 
20 of histone 4 (H4K20) are modifications generally associ-
ated with active DNA regions, whereas the reciprocal modi-
fications are present in inactive regions of the genome [2] – 
(Fig. (1)). 

 The combination of specific epigenetic modifications 
present in any given cell nucleus is collectively referred to as 
epigenome. The epigenome is at least in part a plastic entity, 
in the sense that patterns of DNA methylation and histone 
modifications are modified during growth and differentia-
tion. One extreme example of this phenomenon is the wide-
spread erasure and re-establishment of DNA methylation 
patterns during mammalian embryo development, clearly 
illustrating the reversible character of epigenetic changes [3]. 
Epigenetic patterns differ between different cell types, im-
plying that different epigenomes coexist in a genetically uni-
form organism – i.e. with an identical genome in all cells, 
with the exception of antibody-producing cells [4]. Indeed, 
the degree of plasticity is a major difference between the 
epigenome – a fluctuating entity during development and 
cell specialization – and the genome – changing through 
mutations, which are generally irreversible events. Yet, epi-
genetic patterns are generally inherited during mitosis and 
meiosis, indicating that the epigenome shows a high degree 
of stability at least in a homogeneous cell population. 
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VASCULAR DISEASE: A CENTRAL ROLE FOR EPI-
GENETIC GENE REGULATION? 

 The notion that alterations in the epigenome can play a 
significant role in numerous diseases such as cancer, mental 
disorders and atherosclerosis has rapidly gained ground in 
recent years [5, 6]. In the case of cancer, a frequently ob-
served epigenetic change is global loss of 5mdC (DNA hy-
pomethylation) and concomitant hypermethylation of a sub-
set of CpG-rich regions called CpG islands, typically located 
in promoter regions. 

 It is widely believed that changes in the population’s ex-
posure to diet- and life style-related factors underlie the re-
cent epidemics of metabolic diseases such as obesity, diabe-
tes, metabolic syndrome and vascular complications, and that 
genetic components play an accessory, if not limited, role in 
these phenomena. Specifically, exposure to specific dietary 
factors during early life can determine adult cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) risk. Noticeable examples are the protective 
role of breast-feeding extending through adult life and the 
transgenerational effect of diet on CVD risk [7, 8]. Both ob-
servations are difficult to interpret without taking into ac-
count epigenetic mechanisms of gene regulation – in this 
case the imposition of stable chromatin states, whether by 
direct chromatin remodelling or by the induction of bio-
chemical changes that produce long-lasting chromatin states. 
One example of the latter may be an abnormal production of 
a biochemical factor – a hormone - resulting in constitutive 
transcription and permissive chromatin at target genes (dis-
cussed in ref. [9]) – (Fig. (2)). Thus, a permanent, long-term 
acting epigenetic “mark” may be imposed on specific genes 
by transient exposure to dietary or environmental factors 
during early life or by continuous exposure in adult life [10]. 
A demonstrated epigenetic basis for CVD, together with the 
potentially reversible nature of epigenetic modifications, 
would open new prospects for correcting aberrant gene ex-
pression with drugs that target the epigenome. This line of 
reasoning has been shown to be valid in the case of cancer 
and has produced interesting candidate epigenome-targeting 
anti-tumour drugs [11]. By contrast, research on the epige-
netics of CVD is still in its infancy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (2). Central role for chromatin modifications and epigenetics in 

gene regulation by nutritional/environmental factors. One such 

factor is represented by an open ellipse. Three cases are schemati-

cally shown. A, the factor is a chromatin modifier that binds to 

chromatin and causes its transition between permissive and non-

permissive architectures. B, the factor regulates transcription of 

gene 1. The product of gene 1 (grey ellipse) can be a chromatin 

modifier or a factor regulating gene 2 in trans or in a different cell, 

for example a hormone. C, the factor primarily induces a biochemi-

cal change (for example induces a complex with a second factor, 

black ellipse) to activate a target gene. In B and C, transcription can 

induce a “memory” determining a stable permissive chromatin 

state. Any transient exposure to a specific factor has to induce a 

stable chromatin architecture to achieve a long-lasting gene expres-

sion pattern. Even if a factor’s effects are short lasting, they depend 

on specific pre-existing chromatin architecture at target genes. 

EPIGENETIC ABNORMALITIES DURING THE NAT-

URAL HISTORY OF ATHEROSCLEROSIS 

 The idea that epigenetic mechanisms of gene regulation 
underlie CVD has been put forward for the first time by P.E. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (1). Schematic representation of chromatin structure. DNA (black line) is wrapped around octamers composed of two copies of each 

histone H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (green spheres). A histone octamer and the DNA associated with constitute a nucleosome, or the fundamental 

unit of the chromatin polymer. Nucleosomes can be arranged in a relatively open architecture accessible to transcription factors (permissive 

chromatin, left) or in a compact one (non-permissive chromatin, right). A schematic RNA polymerase II – transcription factor complex 

bound to a promoter is shown in permissive chromatin. Chromatin architectures are specifically associated with histone posttranslational 

modifications and DNA methylation status. Specific histone residues are hyperacetylated (Ac) and hypermethylated (Me) in permissive and 

non-permissive chromatin, respectively. DNA is generally hypermethylated in non-permissive chromatin (Me). 
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Newman. The author based his hypothesis on available stud-
ies claiming that folate, vitamin B6 and B12 deficiency 
causes atherosclerosis. By linking the latter data with bio-
chemical evidence that folate and vitamin B are necessary to 
sustain synthesis of S-adenosyl methionine (SAM), a univer-
sal donor of methyl groups in DNA methylation reactions, 
Newman proposed that vitamin deficiency leads to CVD 
through DNA hypomethylation [12]. Subsequent work con-
firmed some, but not all of Newman’s predictions. Studies 
addressing the role of folate in CVD yielded controversial 
results, indicating that the causal relationship between vita-
min deficiency, atherogenesis and aberrant DNA methylation 
is not as straightforward as previously thought (reviewed in 
ref. [13-15]). On the other hand, as anticipated in Newman’s 
seminal paper [12], a number of studies detected abnormal 
DNA methylation patterns in atherosclerotic lesions in hu-
mans and animal models including rabbits and atherosclero-
sis-prone, hyperlipidaemic apolipoprotein E (ApoE)-
deficient mice. We reported that epigenetic abnormalities 
precede the formation of histologically detectable atheroscle-
rotic lesions, as pre-atherosclerotic aortas of young ApoE-
deficient mice show a mix of DNA hyper- and hypomethyla-
tion [6]. Furthermore, a few independent studies demon-
strated a global loss of DNA methylation in advanced athe-
rosclerotic lesions [6, 16, 17]. It is unclear whether DNA 
hypomethylation in atherosclerosis is the consequence of 
passive loss of methyl groups due to inefficient maintenance 
of DNA methylation patterns in intensely proliferating vas-
cular lesion cells, the result of an active de- methylation 
process, or a combination of both. To date, the only proposed 
mechanisms for DNA hypomethylation in CVD centres 
around homocysteine (Hcy). The interest in Hcy stems from 
at least two observations. First, at a biochemical level, excess 
Hcy causes the accumulation of its own precursor S-
adenosyl-homocysteine (SAH), an inhibitor of DNA methyl-
transferase enzymes [18]. Second, hyperhomocysteinaemia 
has been implicated in atherogenesis, although the results of 
clinical studies have not been entirely consistent [19]. There-
fore, it has been hypothesized that the main consequence of 
hyperhomocysteinaemia is DNA hypomethylation via a re-
duction of SAM bioavailability. This attractive model is 
supported by the association between hyperhomocysteinae-
mia, reduced SAM levels and peripheral blood cell DNA 
hypomethylation that was reported by independent studies in 
humans [20, 21]. These findings are backed by observations 
in experimental animal models, showing that mice deficient 
in methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase, a crucial enzyme in 
the biochemical pathway that generates SAM, show DNA 
hypomethylation and vascular lipid deposits macroscopically 
similar to early atherosclerotic lesions [22]. At molecular 
level, a role for Hcy in chromatin regulation has been re-
cently addressed by Jiang and colleagues [23]. The study 
showed that Hcy causes transcriptional repression of the ex-
tracellular superoxide dismutase gene and the appearance of 
non-permissive chromatin markers in the promoter of that 
gene in monocytes. Similar results were obtained for the 
fibroblast growth factor 2 genes in endothelial cells [24]. 
Despite all supporting evidence, the Hcy hypothesis shows 
weaknesses and pending issues to be addressed. First, Hcy 
may primarily induce cell proliferation and therefore induce 
DNA hypomethylation simply as a secondary consequence 
of defective maintenance of DNA methylation in highly pro-

liferating advanced atherosclerotic lesion cells as proposed 
for cancer [25]. Since proliferating SMC represent a signifi-
cant portion of elevated fibrocellular lesions, it is not surpris-
ing that the measurement of total lesion DNA methylation 
levels yields hypomethylation. Second, if Hcy plays a pivotal 
role in atherosclerotic lesion DNA hypomethylation, then 
hyperhomocysteinaemia is a prerequisite for that epigenetic 
anomaly. This prediction is contradicted by the observation 
that ApoE-deficient mutant mice, a widely used model of 
hyperlipidaemia-induced atherosclerosis, display concomi-
tant lesion DNA hypomethylation and hypohomocysteinae-
mia – i. e. Hcy levels 30-50% lower than human counterpart 
[26]. The issue would be clarified by addressing the question 
whether DNA hypomethylation is restricted to the subset of 
hyperhomocysteinaemic atherosclerotic patients. Taken to-
gether, the available data suggest that hyperhomocysteinae-
mia per se is not an underlying cause of DNA hypomethyla-
tion in atherosclerosis, although it is possible that Hcy oper-
ates as an active modifier of DNA methylation in synergy 
with other yet unidentified factors. This goes without saying 
that, as we mentioned above, the relevance of hyperhomo-
cysteinemia in atherosclerosis has been questioned [19]. 

 The majority of studies published so far compared whole 
lesions or affected arterial segments with normal tissue, thus 
lacking detail at the cell-type level. Clearly, an analysis at 
smooth muscle cell (SMC) and macrophage level, two highly 
represented cell types in lesions, is greatly needed. One step 
in this direction has been taken by studies analysing the 
methylation status of estrogen receptor genes (ESR). The 
importance of ESR in this context stems from the atheropro-
tective properties of estrogens and from the observation that 
methylation at the ESR genes increases with ageing, an inde-
pendent risk factor for atherosclerosis [27]. Two of such 
studies detected hypermethylation of the estrogen receptor 2 
(beta) gene (ESR2) in both cultured vascular SMC and endo-
thelial cells, whereas estrogen receptor alpha gene (ESR1) 
hypermethylation was apparently restricted to the SMC [28, 
29]. The data clearly draw a molecular parallel between age-
ing and atherosclerosis, reinforcing the idea of accelerated 
local ageing occurring at vascular lesion site.  

 In summary, associative studies consistently indicated 
that epigenetic aberrations occur during the natural history of 
atherosclerosis. Future tasks that need to be completed to 
demonstrate an epigenetic basis for atherosclerosis include 
solid retrospective studies matching historical epigenetic 
profiles with disease outcome, backed by the compilation of 
a lesion’s epigenome at cell type level. 

EPIGENETICS IN INFLAMMATION 

 Given the pivotal role of inflammation in atherosclerosis, 
the question of whether pro-inflammatory signals cause 
changes in DNA methylation may provide important insights 
into the relevance of epigenetics in the disease. Recent work 
by Stenvinkel and colleagues addressed the association be-
tween inflammation and peripheral blood leukocyte global 
DNA methylation status in chronic kidney disease patients 
[30]. The study showed a robust association between in-
flammatory markers and global DNA hypermethylation. 
Importantly, the authors suggest that peripheral blood DNA 
hypermethylation could become an inflammatory disease 
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risk predictor or diagnostic, particularly as it is detectable in 
such an accessible sample. These findings are consistent with 
the observation that the potent pro-inflammatory factor inter-
leukin 6 promotes the translocation of DNMT1, a DNA 
methyltransferase, from cytoplasm to nucleus [31]. Further 
work is needed to establish how common the association 
between DNA hypermethylation and inflammation is in dif-
ferent diseases. At any rate, the occurrence of global DNA 
hypomethylation in advanced atherosclerosis indicates that 
such an association is confined to either specific diseases or 
specific disease stages. 

NUTRITIONAL FACTORS AND THE EPIGENOME 

 If the studies discussed above clearly demonstrate that 
epigenetic abnormalities are associated with the natural his-
tory of atherosclerosis and with inflammation, the question 
that needs to be addressed next is what the cause of those 
epigenetic changes is. In particular, could the epigenome be 
modified by nutritional and environmental factors? Is there 
any clear model systems describing such phenomena and 
what is their relevance for CVD? In this and the following 
paragraph we provide some answers to these questions by 
reviewing some of the most relevant studies. 

 The first clear example of a simple dietary factor affect-
ing DNA methylation and gene expression has been the 
mouse carrying the A

vy
 agouti allele [32]. A

vy
 females pro-

duce offspring with coat colour ranging from yellow to 
brown (pseudoagouti). The authors first described the mo-
lecular events underlying this phenotypic variability. Coat 
colour is associated with the methylation status of a trans-
poson inserted 5’ to the agouti gene in the A

vy
 allele. In yel-

low mice, the transposon is hypomethylated and acts as a 
potent promoter to cause ectopic expression of the agouti 
gene. Since the agouti gene product is involved in metabolic 
regulation in the hypothalamus, yellow mice display meta-
bolic abnormalities including obesity and diabetes. The 
transposon of A

vy
 is more methylated in intermediate coat 

colour mice and completely methylated in pseudoagouti off-
spring. The pattern of agouti expression is more and more 
normal as the transposon DNA methylation increases. Sub-
sequently, the authors sought to correct the ectopic expres-
sion of the A

vy
 allele by supplementing the mother’s diet with 

a factor capable of increasing DNA methylation activity. 
Folate was the obvious choice, and indeed A

vy
 females feed-

ing a folate-fortified diet generated offspring with coat col-
our distribution strongly shifted towards pseudoagouti. This 
elegant work shows not only that diet can significantly affect 
gene expression and the epigenome, but also that these ef-
fects take place in utero and are therefore transgenerational. 
Similar results were obtained by the same group in the Axin 
mouse model [33]. 

 A recent study conducted in honeybee (A. mellifera) of-
fers another dramatic example of dietary control of the epi-
genome [34]. Genetically identical female larvae can de-
velop into fertile queens or sterile workers depending on 
whether fed with royal jelly, implying that epigenetic 
changes controlled by a dietary factor underlie this pheno-
type switch. Indeed, females in which the expression of the 
DNA methyltransferase DNMT3 was silenced developed 
mostly as fertile queens, irrespective of dietary regime. Cru-

cially, the DNA methylation status of the dynactin p62 gene 
– an important player in honeybee larval development – was 
remarkably similar in in-hive reared queen larvae and in 
DNMT3-deficient in vitro reared ones. These observations 
demonstrate that the predominant effect of royal jelly is the 
imposition of a specific de novo DNA methylation pattern 
through the DNMT3 enzyme. Importantly, this is an example 
of a dietary factor acting at a specific time window during an 
organism’s early development yet producing stable, long-
term physiological effects that extend into adult life. 

 Obviously, the studies described in this paragraph pro-
vide important conceptual frames to understand long-lasting 
effects of childhood nutrition – for example breast milk - and 
even transgenerational effects of diet on metabolic disease 
risk reported in humans [35]. These are certainly fascinating 
hypotheses, but is there any example of epigenetic changes 
induced by factors of dietary origin involved in atherogene-
sis? To date, the literature reports two examples. First, our 
work demonstrated that a mix of human native very low-, 
low- and high density lipoproteins (VLDL, LDL and HDL, 
respectively) induce de novo DNA methylation in cultured 
human THP-1 macrophages, and a comparatively HDL-poor 
lipoprotein mix induced a stronger response than a HDL-rich 
one [6]. In addition, lipoproteins induced two modifications 
of histone 4 (H4) that generally accompany DNA hyper-
methylation in non-permissive chromatin, i.e. hypoacetyla-
tion and lysine 20 (H4K20) hypermethylation [6]. Second, 
arachidonic acid induced DNA hypermethylation in endothe-
lial cells, suggesting that the organism’s fatty acid pool may 
regulate vascular tissue homeostasis by imposing epigenetic 
changes [36]. 

NUTRITION, THE ENVIRONMENT, EPIGENETICS 
AND VASCULAR DISEASE: CHALLENGES FOR 

CVD PREVENTION IN TRANSITION COUNTRIES 

 One of the most important changes in global health at the 
end of the 20

th
 century is the emergence of so-called “transi-

tion” or “westernised” countries characterised by concomi-
tant marked economic growth, shift from traditional to west-
ern lifestyle and dramatically increased incidence of meta-
bolic diseases and CVD. One spectacular negative outcome 
of this phenomenon is that obese individuals outnumber 
malnutrition sufferers worldwide [37]. Transitional countries 
offer interesting opportunities to study and interpret the nu-
merous effects of nutritional and environmental lifestyle on 
the epigenome. First, they provide yet another proof that 
genetics alone cannot help understanding the current meta-
bolic disease epidemics. The adverse effects of nutrition and 
environment are very likely to be caused by changes in the 
epigenome, while genetic polymorphisms are additional if 
not subordinate factors that can modulate metabolic disease 
predisposition. Second, transitional countries often present a 
cluster of factors with proven or strongly suspected activity 
as epigenome modifiers. Commonly, one such cluster is the 
availability of extremely cheap calories contained in non-
traditional food, combined with severe pollution often ac-
companying economic development in the absence of rigor-
ous legislative regulation. Mexico is in many ways a repre-
sentative example. The country has not been spared from a 
new conquista represented by the invasion of ready-made 
food and refreshments marketed by strong international 
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companies that replaced or at best significantly compete with 
traditional dishes. One potential effect of these changes is the 
exposure to unprecedented dietary factors – trans fatty acids, 
interesterified lipids – with equally unprecedented effects on 
gene expression, let alone the synergy with a more sedentary 
lifestyle. If the epigenome is as sensitive to dietary factors as 
it is believed, a stable change of diet must result in changes 
in gene expression, presumably causing a combination of 
neutral, adverse, favourable and compensatory effects. The 
emerging evidence presented above describing lipids as po-
tential epigenome modifiers, suggest that appropriate studies 
on the epigenetic effects of westernised food components 
should be undertaken. In addition, the Mexican food market 
is shaped by the imperative to defeat malnutrition, a problem 
that is now confined to only specific areas of the country or 
converted itself into a combination of over- and malnutrition. 
One prominent initiative is the addition of folic acid and 
other vitamins into nearly all food items available on super-
market shelves. As outlined above, folic acid produces 
marked epigenetic changes in animal models, and corre-
sponding effects in humans are likely [38]. Two studies con-
ducted in the US investigated the effects on folic acid-
fortified food consumption, DNA methylation and cervical 
cancer. The results indicate that fortified food consumption 
does not significantly alter global DNA methylation patterns, 
although it increases DNA methyltransferase expression [39, 
40]. These data do not rule out the possibility that continued 
exposure to folic acid causes subtle changes in DNA methy-
lation that are not detectable by global epigenome analysis 
but may still be biologically significant. Again, population-
based studies on the effects of prolonged exposure to forti-
fied food are warranted. Another potential source of epige-
netic modifications is poor quality of the environment. The 
interest on epigenetic effects of pollutants is strong but still 
nascent, with only few examples reported in the literature. 
Arsenic can be considered an illustrative example, as epige-
netic mechanisms in arsenic-induced pathologies including 
CVD are suspected or have been investigated, and arsenic 
contamination of surface water is a common problem in 
Mexico [41-44]. 

Table 1. Overview of Selected Epigenome Modifiers 

Factor Effect on DNA  

Methylation 

Ref. 

Lipoproteins hypermethylation [6] 

Vitamins  

vit. D hypermethylation [46] 

pro vitamin A hypermethylation [36] 

folic acid hypermethylation [47] 

Antibiotics hypermethylation [45] 

Arsenic hypermethylation [48] 

 

 The selected examples discussed above indicate that the 
human population is exposed to a cocktail of potential and 
proven epigenome modifiers, which may significantly affect 

human health and vascular disease risk in particular (Table 
1). Arguably, the issue is a burning one especially in transi-
tion countries but does not spare any population group. It 
follows that understanding the interaction between genes and 
nutritional/environmental factors is a priority in basic and 
medical research and is likely to contribute to vascular dis-
ease prevention and therapy. In particular, current research 
indicates that nutrient- and environment-gene interaction in 
utero and in childhood is a major determinant of adult 
chronic diseases, and suggests that health policy makers 
should translate research in that area into appropriate vascu-
lar disease prevention policies. Epigenetics may provide 
unique experimental and conceptual instruments to assist in 
these efforts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 The two citations presented at the beginning of this re-
view show that the idea of genes being shaped by the envi-
ronment and diet during an individual’s lifetime and trans-
generationally is not only taken seriously by modern science 
but it also roots in elementary knowledge about interactions 
between one’s health and the environment. Epigenetics may 
help to interpret the multifactorial origin of vascular dis-
eases. The challenge is now for epigenetists and physicians 
to convey that idea in an objective and effective way. 
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